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This Practice Note provides an overview of US Court of Federal 
Claims (COFC) bid protests filed by prospective bidders dissatisfied 
with the terms of a federal government agency's solicitation or 
disappointed bidders seeking to challenge a federal government 
agency's contract award.  It includes a discussion of the benefits and 
disadvantages of COFC bid protests compared to protests filed at the 
agency level and with the Government Accountability Office (GAO).

When procuring agencies fail to adhere to the terms of the solicitation 
and applicable law and regulation, offerors, potential or actual, 
primarily use the bid protest (also referred to as a procurement 
protest) to challenge the procuring agency's action and vindicate 
the offeror's expectations. Bid protests enhance the integrity and 
transparency of the federal procurement process by providing:

�� Prospective offerors with an effective tool to challenge the terms 
agencies are including in their solicitations.

�� Disappointed bidders with an opportunity to challenge federal 
contract awards to determine whether the agency action 
conformed to federal procurement law and regulation.

At the same time, successful contract awardees must be prepared to 
intervene in the protest to defend their contract award.

In ascending order of formality and expense, three forums may be 
used to launch federal bid protests:

�� An agency-level protest filed with the agency conducting the 
procurement at issue (see Practice Note, Government Contracts: 
Agency-level Bid Protests (http://us.practicallaw.com/2-561-9585)).

�� A protest filed with the Government Accountability Office (GAO) 
(see Practice Note, Government Contracts: GAO Bid Protests 
(http://us.practicallaw.com/2-581-7651)).

�� A judicial action brought at the US Court of Federal Claims (COFC).

This Note directly deals only with bid protests filed in the COFC.

COFC BID PROTESTS

While bid protests can also be filed with the relevant government 
agency or the GAO, the only court empowered to entertain federal bid 
protest actions is the COFC (28 U.S.C. § 1491(b)). For more information 
on the history of judicial consideration of bid protests and the 
creation of the COFC, see Box, Judicial Consideration of Bid Protests.

The COFC is composed of 17 regularly sitting judges, seven of whom 
are currently active senior judges. Cases are randomly assigned 
by the Clerk's office on filing of the complaint, and absent unusual 
circumstance, remain throughout the case with the judge initially 
assigned. COFC decisions are reviewed by the United States Court 
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (Federal Circuit), which, absent 
Supreme Court review, is the court of last resort. Therefore, COFC 
judges are bound by Federal Circuit precedent but not by prior COFC 
decisions, even when directly on point. However, COFC judges do give 
careful consideration to prior COFC decisions.

The COFC is also not bound by GAO decisions that may have 
considered an issue directly on point or even a GAO protest decision 
involving the same procurement before the COFC. COFC judges 
do however seem to give GAO decisions a relatively high degree of 
deference, but point out that when the issue is a question of law, 
no deference is required. The interrelation between the COFC and 
the GAO is considerably more complicated when the court is called 
on to consider a protest that already has been the subject of a GAO 
decision (see Procurement Related Activity). 

In a COFC protest, the bid protester must be represented by counsel 
who is a member of the bar of the court. The agency is represented 
by a Department of Justice (DOJ) attorney from the Civil Division, 
who generally is assisted by agency counsel. Where there has been a 
contract awarded, the awardee is entitled to intervene and typically 
does so more often than at the GAO level.

WHO MAY PROTEST?

The Administrative Dispute Resolution Act (ADRA) provides that the 
COFC has jurisdiction over protests of procurement-related actions 
brought by "interested parties" (28 U.S.C. § 1491(b)(1)). Unlike the 
Competition in Contracting Act (CICA) with respect to GAO protest 
jurisdiction, the ADRA does not define interested party.

The district courts, which exercised protest jurisdiction for several 
years before the ADRA (and which exercised concurrent jurisdiction 
with the COFC for 1996 through 2000), applied the law of standing as 
developed under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA). This was a 
more lenient standard than the CICA definition of interested party. Most 
the COFC judges who considered this question in the first five years of 
the COFC's ADRA protest jurisdiction agreed with the district courts. 
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Once concurrent district court jurisdiction expired in 2001, the 
Federal Circuit moved to end reliance on the APA concept of standing 
and adopted the more restrictive CICA definition already applicable 
to the GAO (see Practice Note, Government Contracts: GAO Bid 
Protests: Who May Protest? (http://us.practicallaw.com/2-581-7651)). 
However, as applied on a case-by-case basis, one could argue 
that the Federal Circuit and the COFC have determined to define 
interested party even more narrowly than the GAO. 

The Federal Circuit has caused further confusion by requiring proof 
of competitive prejudice in the standing or interested party inquiry. A 
protester previously had to address competitive prejudice only in the 
context of relief on the merits. Questions of standing focus not on the 
merits, but on whether a party has the right to seek judicial review. 
But now according to the Federal Circuit, "the prejudice issue must 
be reached before addressing the merits," which can require a mini-
determination of the merits at the outset of the case, only to have to 
revisit the merits issues in the case in chief.

WHAT MAY BE PROTESTED: MATTERS OF JURISDICTION

The COFC's mandate provides for jurisdiction over an action objecting to:

�� Solicitations by agencies for bids or proposals for proposed contracts.

�� Awards or the proposed awards of contracts.

�� Any alleged violations of statutes or regulations about 
procurements or proposed procurements.

(28 U.S.C. § 1491(b)(1).)

The Federal Circuit has not yet fully delineated the boundaries of this 
jurisdictional grant, but it appears broader than the GAO's protest 
jurisdiction (31 U.S.C. § 3551(1)). For more information on GAO bid 
protest jurisdiction, see Practice Note, Government Contracts: GAO 
Bid Protests: What May be Protested: Matters of Jurisdiction (http://
us.practicallaw.com/2-581-7651).

Protesters should consult COFC and Federal Circuit precedent before 
bringing suit to confirm that there is jurisdiction over:

�� The procuring entity (see Procuring Entity).

�� The type of procurement or procurement-related activity intended 
to be protested (see Procurement-related Activity).

PROCURING ENTITY

The ADRA does not define "federal agency." Whether the Federal Circuit 
will opt for the CICA definition, as it did regarding interested party, 
has yet to be definitively decided. The inclination to date is to use the 
definition of agency found in Section 451 of Title 28 of the U.S. Code.

Individual judges of the COFC occasionally depart from GAO jurisdictional 
decisions about certain types of procurements. For example, the court:

�� Agreed to hear the protest of a true non-appropriated fund 
instrumentality procurement, despite the GAO's categorization 
that this entity was not a federal agency (Joyce Terry d/b/a Shirt 
Shack v. United States, 96 Fed. Cl. 131 (2010)).

�� Declined to hear a protest of a Small Business Innovation 
Research program award decision, although the GAO considers 
these protests as they apply to a limited range of issues (R & D 
Dynamics Corp. v. United States, 80 Fed. Cl. 715 (2007)). 

PROCUREMENT-RELATED ACTIVITY

Task and Delivery Orders

The COFC's jurisdiction includes protests of task and delivery orders 
placed under General Services Administration (GSA) Multiple Award 
Schedule (MAS) contracts awarded as part of the Federal Supply 
Schedules, which is similar to the situation governing protests at the GAO. 

It does not however have jurisdiction regarding protests of task 
and delivery orders issued under already existing agency indefinite 
delivery/indefinite quantity (ID/IQ) contracts, which is similar to the 
situation governing protests at the agency level. 

As a result, only the GAO has jurisdiction over protests of task and 
delivery orders awarded under existing ID/IQ contracts and then 
only for task and delivery orders valued in excess of $10 million (41 
U.S.C. § 4106(f)). The Federal Circuit has recently emphasized that 
attempted protests of task order awards brought at the COFC must 
be dismissed for lack of jurisdiction (SRA Int'l, Inc. v. United States, 
766 F.3d 1409 (Fed. Cir. 2014)).

An exception to this general rule permits protests of task orders or delivery 
orders in the COFC if the protest challenges the order as having been 
outside the scope of the underlying ID/IQ contract (41 U.S.C. § 4106(f)
(1)(A)). Such protests are treated as protests of unlawful noncompetitive 
awards and are brought by firms that were not given an opportunity 
to compete for the contract opportunity represented by the order.

For more information on the jurisdiction of the other two bid protest 
forums, see Practice Notes, Government Contracts: Agency-level 
Bid Protests: What May Be Protested: Matters of Jurisdiction (http://
us.practicallaw.com/2-561-9585) and Government Contracts: GAO 
Bid Protests: What May be Protested: Matters of Jurisdiction (http://
us.practicallaw.com/2-581-7651).

Agency Override of the CICA Automatic Stay

CICA requires federal agencies to suspend contract award or 
performance pending a protest to the GAO. The Federal Circuit has 
confirmed the COFC's jurisdiction to entertain these protests of 
agency determinations to override the CICA automatic stay. The COFC 
now routinely hears these actions. For more information, see Practice 
Note, Government Contracts: GAO Bid Protests: Stay of Contract 
Award or Performance (http://us.practicallaw.com/2-581-7651).

Agency Acceptance of GAO Recommendations

Another area unique to COFC protest jurisdiction involves protests of a 
federal agency's acceptance of the GAO's recommendations resulting 
from a successful GAO protest (see Practice Note, Government Contracts: 
GAO Bid Protests: Substantive Relief (http://us.practicallaw.com/2-581-
7651)). In this case, the apparent awardee, which in all likelihood was an 
intervenor before the GAO, brings the COFC action. These actions seek 
to undo the GAO protester's victory. The basis for this type of protest is 
that the GAO decision was irrational and, therefore, the agency decision 
relying on and seeking to implement the GAO decision was also irrational.

Agency Rejection of GAO Recommendations

This final and rare category of action, that only the COFC can 
entertain, involves the protest of a federal agency's decision to 
disregard the GAO's recommendation resulting from a successful GAO 
protest. Again, the basis here is that the agency's action was irrational.
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TIMELINESS RULES

There is no specific statute of limitations for the filing of bid protests at 
the COFC. The general six-year statute of limitations applicable to most 
COFC actions presumably applies (28 U.S.C. § 2501), but in practice 
is not relevant because the procurement activity being protested 
almost always will have long since moved on. The COFC has instead 
applied equitable doctrines, such as laches, to preclude bid protests 
that are deemed "untimely," even though timely brought within the 
statute of limitations period, because the protester's delay in filing was 
unreasonable and prejudicial to the agency or other parties and reflects 
a failure to prosecute its protest diligently (see Post Award Protests).

SOLICITATION DEFECTS

The Federal Circuit has moved to impose a prudential timeliness rule 
that covers protests of solicitation defects. The appeals court held 
that a party waives its rights to challenge a solicitation defect in the 
COFC when the party:

�� Had the opportunity to object to the terms of a government 
solicitation containing a patent error.

�� Failed to object to these terms before the close of the bidding process.

(Blue & Gold Fleet, LP v. United States, 492 F.3d 1308, 1313 (Fed. Cir. 2010).)

Therefore, the COFC and the GAO now operate under the same 
timeliness rule for solicitation defects (see Practice Note, Government 
Contracts: GAO Bid Protests: Protests Based on Defects Apparent on 
the Face of the Solicitation (http://us.practicallaw.com/2-581-7651)).

Protesters seeking COFC review of a GAO protest of a solicitation 
defect should note that:

�� A COFC protest will be dismissed as untimely if the earlier GAO 
protest was untimely.

�� If the GAO protest was timely but resolved unfavorably, protesters 
should file the COFC action:
�� immediately on issuance of the adverse GAO decision; and
�� before contract award.

If the challenged solicitation defect does not render the protester 
ineligible to submit a proposal (such as a challenge by a large 
business to an agency's decision to set aside a procurement for 
small businesses), protesters should also submit a proposal or bid in 
response to the defective solicitation, pending resolution of its GAO 
protest, to maintain interested party status for any later protest to the 
COFC. Failure to do so can result in dismissal of the COFC action.

POST AWARD PROTESTS

There has been no movement at the COFC toward adoption of the 
GAO's ten-day rule for post award protests (see Practice Note, GAO Bid 
Protests: Protests Not Based on Defects Apparent on the Face of the 
Solicitation (http://us.practicallaw.com/2-581-7651)). The COFC instead 
looks to equitable doctrines, such as laches and equitable estoppel 
when considering timeliness. For example, the COFC has invoked 
laches to dismiss a protest as untimely where the protester knew of the 
alleged procurement flaw for several months without acting promptly 
to assert its rights in a protest. Undue delay in filing a bid protest can 
also affect the COFC's weighing of injunctive relief factors, such as if the 
court finds that the delay has magnified the harm to the government 
entity of granting an injunction to stay contract award or contract 

performance (see Stay of Contract Award or Performance). The wisest 
course is to file a protest at the COFC as soon as practicable and not 
to view the lack of a specific filing deadline as an invitation to delay.

STAY OF CONTRACT AWARD OR PERFORMANCE

The CICA automatic stay has no application to COFC bid protests. For 
information on CICA automatic stays, see Practice Note, Government 
Contracts: GAO Bid Protests: Stay of Contract Award or Performance 
(http://us.practicallaw.com/2-581-7651). Therefore, to prevent 
contract award or performance, the protester must secure one or 
both of the following forms of provisional injunctive relief:

�� A temporary restraining order.

�� A preliminary injunction (see Standard for Preliminary Injunctive Relief 
and Likelihood and Consequences of Preliminary Injunctive Relief).

STANDARD FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

When considering a request for preliminary injunctive relief, the COFC 
has adapted for bid protests the four-factor test routinely used in 
federal district court litigation. 

Reasonable Likelihood of Success on the Merits

The practical consequence of this factor, where the protestor 
demonstrates a reasonable likelihood of success on the merits, is that 
a bid protest seeking preliminary injunctive relief is often effectively 
concluded at an early stage because the substantive merits of the 
protest grounds are tested in the context of deciding the request 
for preliminary injunctive relief. This pre-trial on the merits typically 
arises where the protester vigorously pushes a claim for preliminary 
injunctive relief and the agency adamantly refuses to stay its hand. 

However, not all protests seeking preliminary injunctive relief follow 
this pattern. The agency may voluntarily stay its hand, in whole 
or in part, pending briefing on the case at the COFC, resulting in 
consideration of entitlement to injunctive relief on a more fully 
developed record that resolves the case on the merits.

Irreparable Harm

This factor, where the protestor attempts to show that it will likely suffer 
irreparable harm if injunctive relief is not granted, usually weighs in favor 
of the protester because monetary relief is inadequate, being limited 
only to bid preparation and proposal costs. Therefore, a lost opportunity 
to compete on a level playing field for a contract and to earn the profit 
under the contract is sufficient to prove irreparable harm in a bid protest.

Balance of Hardships

This factor, where the balance of hardships to the respective parties 
favors the grant of injunctive relief, entails balancing the harms to:

�� The protester.
�� The agency.
�� The contract awardee, if the contract has been awarded.

In assessing this factor, the court generally considers affidavits and may 
even take live testimony. It is in the context of the balance of hardships 
that the government often raises issues of timeliness, for example:

�� Why did the protester not protest at the GAO first (if applicable).

�� If there was a GAO protest, why did the protester wait so long after 
the GAO decision to appeal in the COFC.
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Another argument often presented by the government is the agency's 
pressing need for the item or service being procured. In weighing this 
contention, the COFC has demonstrated a willingness to consider the 
availability of alternative acquisition vehicles, such as:

�� Short-term follow-on contracts to the prior incumbent contractor.

�� Bridge contracts to tide the agency over during the pendency of 
the protest.

It is when considering the balance of hardships and the public interest 
that the government often invokes Section 1491(b)(3), title 28 of the U.S. 
Code, which instructs the COFC when deciding a bid protest to "give 
due regard to the interests of national defense and national security." 

In the Public Interest

Somewhat offsetting the effect of Section 1491(b)(3) is the overriding 
public interest in preserving the integrity of the procurement process. 
Under this factor, the COFC considers whether the procuring agency 
followed applicable procurement statutes and regulations.

LIKELIHOOD AND CONSEQUENCES OF PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIVE 
RELIEF

Grants of preliminary injunctive relief by the COFC are relatively 
rare. The court generally heeds the advice of the Federal Circuit that 
"equitable powers should be exercised in a way which best limits 
judicial interference in contract procurement" (United States v. John C. 
Grimberg Co., Inc., 702 F.2d 1362, 1372 (Fed. Cir. 1983)).

If preliminary injunctive relief is granted, the protester must be 
prepared to provide adequate security in an amount that the court 
considers proper, to pay the costs and damages sustained by any 
party later found to have been wrongfully enjoined. An informal 
survey of relevant COFC decisions shows bond requirements ranging 
between $1,000 and $100,000.

THE PROTEST PROCESS

A bid protest action at the COFC is resolved under the Rules of the 
US Court of Federal Claims (RCFC), like any other case prosecuted 
before the court. These rules are modeled on the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure with modifications to account for the court's non-jury 
nature and its unique jurisdictional grants. Appendix C to the RCFC 
also describes standard practices to be followed in bid protest cases.

PRE-FILING NOTICE

At least 24 hours in advance of filing a complaint, the protester's 
counsel must provide advance notice of the impending action to:

�� The DOJ.

�� The Clerk of the COFC.

�� The procuring agency's contracting officer.

�� The contract awardee, if there has been a contract award and if 
the protester has received notice of the identity of the awardee. 

This pre-filing notification requirement is intended to expedite 
proceedings by permitting:

�� The DOJ to assign an attorney to the case who can address 
relevant issues promptly.

�� The court to ensure the availability of judicial resources.

The notice must address, among other things, whether:

�� The plaintiff contemplates requesting preliminary injunctive relief.

�� There has been or is pending a GAO protest of the same procurement.

For a sample pre-filing notice, see COFC: Sample Bid Protest Pre-
Filing Notice.

COMMENCING THE BID PROTEST ACTION

The action is commenced when the protester:

�� Files with the clerk's office hard copies of the complaint.

�� Pays the clerk's office the filing fee ($400).

�� Files a completed copy of the Civil Cover Sheet form required by 
the court.

�� Files a corporate disclosure statement under RCFC 7.1, if the 
protester is a non-governmental corporate party. The purpose of 
this form is to allow the judge assigned to the case to determine 
whether the judge holds financial or stock interests in the protester 
or its parent corporation that warrants recusal.

�� In most cases, files motions for:

�� leave to file under seal (with accompanying redacted copies of 
the complaint); and

�� the entry of a protective order (see Procedural Relief).

�� Where preliminary injunctive relief is sought, files these motions 
with a supporting brief (both unredacted and redacted). 

After the initial hard-copy filing (which typically includes all of the above 
documents), the clerk dockets the case on the COFC's Electronic Case 
Filing (ECF) system, and all later filings are made electronically. Filing 
electronically also effects service of the papers on DOJ and agency counsel.

INITIAL STATUS CONFERENCE

As soon as practicable after the action is commenced, the judge assigned 
to the case holds an initial status conference with the parties. This can 
occur as promptly as the day of filing and rarely takes place more than 
two business days after filing. Matters treated at the conference include:

�� Admission of the awardee as an intervenor, if the awardee so elects.

�� Entry of a protective order, if requested (see Protective Order).

�� Where preliminary injunctive relief is sought:

�� whether, absent that relief, the court's ability to afford effective 
final relief is likely to be prejudiced;

�� whether the government agrees to suspend performance 
pending a hearing on the motion for preliminary injunction;

�� whether the government agrees to suspend performance 
pending a final decision on the merits;

�� entry of a schedule for completion of briefing on the motion for 
preliminary injunction; and

�� whether the hearing on the preliminary injunction should be 
consolidated with a final hearing on the merits.

�� The content of and time for filing the administrative record 
which is comprised of the documents underlying the agency 
decision contested by the protest. In a post-award protest, these 
documents typically include, at a minimum:

�� the solicitation and any amendments;
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�� the proposals of the protester and awardee and other interested 
parties;

�� the contents of any discussions with offerors;

�� the documents memorializing the agency's evaluation of offers/
proposals; and

�� the source selection decision memorandum or other document 
memorializing the award decision (see paragraph 22 of 
Appendix C to the RCFC). 

The administrative record would likely be more limited in the case of 
a pre-award protest, as there would not be proposals or evaluation 
records to produce. If a protest at the GAO concerning the same 
procurement preceded the protest at the COFC, the records of the 
GAO protest (including the various filings and evidence submitted by 
the parties and any decision issued by the GAO) are also considered 
part of the administrative record that should be produced in the COFC.

�� Whether supplementing the administrative record is appropriate 
(see Procedural Relief).

�� Scheduling all further proceedings.

PROCEDURE FOR SUBSTANTIVE PROTEST DETERMINATION

Filing of the administrative record usually occurs within two weeks of the 
initial status conference. If the administrative record reveals additional 
grounds of protest, the protester should file an amended complaint.

In the event of a motion for preliminary injunction, a decision is rendered 
from the bench or shortly after briefing and oral argument, unless the 
resolution of the motion is deferred to a hearing on the merits.

Bid protests are resolved by motions for judgment on the 
administrative record, which in essence amounts to an expedited trial 
on a paper record (RCFC 52.1).

The order of briefing varies by judge, but most commonly is:

�� The protester files first.

�� The government and intervenor (if there is one) respond and cross-move.

�� The protester replies and responds to the cross-motions.

�� The government and intervenor reply.

At least one judge of the court has been known to reverse the order 
by requiring the government and intervenor to file first, while other 
judges employ simultaneous filings.

OPINION AND APPEALS

Following the close of briefing, the following events occur in sequence:
�� Oral argument is held.

�� The court issues an opinion to the parties under seal, pending 
agreement by the parties on a publicly releasable redacted version.

�� The parties confer about redactions and identify their proposed 
redactions to the court's opinion.

�� The court issues a public, redacted version of the opinion.

Once judgment is entered, the unsuccessful party may appeal to the 
Federal Circuit. Appeals in bid protests are usually taken by the protester. 
The DOJ rarely appeals an adverse decision, as its client agency is 
generally more interested in moving forward with the procurement.

STANDARD OF REVIEW AND COMPETITIVE PREJUDICE

The COFC's standard of review in bid protest cases, as prescribed in 
the APA, is whether the agency's decision is:

�� Arbitrary.

�� Capricious.

�� An abuse of discretion.

�� Otherwise not lawful.

(28 U.S.C. § 1491(b)(4); 5 U.S.C. § 706.)

The court looks to see if either:

�� The procurement decision lacks a rational basis.

�� The agency's actions involved a violation of statute or regulation.

COFC STANDARD OF REVIEW VERSUS GAO STANDARD OF REVIEW

A casual comparison with the GAO's standard of review suggests 
a similar approach in both forums. However, in practice, that is not 
necessarily the case. COFC judges routinely emphasize:

�� The deference owed agency procurement decisions in conformity 
with Federal Circuit guidance (for example, speaking of the 
protester's heavy burden).

�� Where discretionary judgments are at issue (as is the case in 
negotiated procurements) that the deference accorded the agency 
is further elevated.

Overall, the COFC appears to apply a stricter standard of review, 
resulting in more deferential treatment of agency award decisions. 
For information on the GAO' standard of review, see Practice Note, 
Government Contracts: GAO Bid Protests: Standard of Review and 
Competitive Prejudice (http://us.practicallaw.com/2-581-7651).

However, one area in which the COFC appears to afford agencies 
less deference than the GAO is in the area of agency corrective action 
in response to a protest. The COFC's review typically accords more 
weight to the awardee's equitable interest in having won the initial 
competition than does the GAO. This is because the GAO views 
itself merely as weighing whether the competition at issue was fairly 
conducted, not whether the awardee would be prejudiced by having 
to compete twice for the same award. 

Therefore, an awardee seeking to protest an agency's decision to 
take corrective action by canceling the original award, reopening the 
competition and soliciting another round of proposals, will find the 
COFC to be a more receptive forum to these challenges than the GAO. 
The COFC, unlike the GAO, also examines proposed agency corrective 
action to determine whether the corrective action bears a rational 
relationship to the procurement errors that the corrective action 
purports to correct. Also, the COFC will retain jurisdiction over the 
protest for a period sufficient to supervise an agency's implementing 
of corrective action, which then provides the parties with the 
opportunity to complain immediately to the court should the agency's 
implementation vary from its prior corrective action proposal.

COMPETITIVE PREJUDICE

The COFC, like the GAO, requires that the protester show that, but 
for the agency's actions, it would have had a substantial chance or 
reasonable likelihood of award.
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However, unlike the GAO, instances where the COFC assumes 
prejudice because of the nature of the procurement error are 
exceedingly rare. In fact, certain of the judges have used the 
prejudice determination as an opportunity to prejudge the results of 
agency action that would have resulted if the court remanded any 
procurement errors it otherwise found to the agency for correction.

AVAILABLE RELIEF

The COFC may grant:

�� Procedural relief, to ensure the integrity and thoroughness of the 
protest process (see Procedural Relief).

�� Substantive relief, if the protest is sustained (see Substantive Relief).

PROCEDURAL RELIEF

Unlike a GAO protest where the obligation is on the protester to request 
documents if they are to be produced, Appendix C to the RCFC places the 
burden on the government to produce the administrative record and lists 
those categories of documents considered as core documents. With the 
court's decision to be made based on the administrative record, resorting 
to additional discovery (such as depositions) and supplementation of the 
administrative record with written documentation that post-dates the 
challenged procurement decision is rare, limited generally to prejudice 
issues. By further contrast with the GAO, no hearings are held to clarify or 
resolve disputed factual issues. If the COFC protest follows a GAO protest, 
the GAO protest record is made part of the administrative record.

Protective Order

Like the GAO, the court relies on and employs protective orders to 
prevent disclosure, except to counsel and any expert admitted to the 
protective order, of the following:

�� Confidential bid and proposal information.

�� Agency source selection documentation.

Those not admitted to the protective order are kept informed by using 
redacted copies of filings and decisions. For more information on bid 
protest protective orders, see Practice Note, Government Contracts: 
GAO Bid Protests: Procedural Relief: The Protective Order (http://
us.practicallaw.com/2-581-7651).

SUBSTANTIVE RELIEF

The COFC is empowered to award any relief that it considers proper, 
including declaratory and injunctive relief, except that monetary relief 
is limited to bid preparation and proposal costs (28 U.S.C. § 1491(b)
(2) and see Awards of Protest Costs).

The relief awarded by the COFC is an enforceable judgment, in contrast 
to GAO decisions, which are mere recommendations. However, in most 
situations the protester must obtain a permanent injunction to attain 
full relief, because there is no automatic stay of contract performance. 
Consequently, even though it may have determined to uphold the protest 
on the merits, the court still proceeds to consider whether the protester 
has prevailed on factors two, three and four of the injunctive relief 
test before fashioning its award of relief (see Standard for Preliminary 
Injunctive Relief). The protester at the GAO faces no comparable burden.

There is a split of authority among the judges of the COFC 
about whether the protester's burden of proof is judged by the 
preponderance of the evidence standard or the more demanding 
clear and convincing evidence standard.

Awards of Protest Costs

A sustained protest at the COFC does not result in an award of protest 
costs except in limited situations that satisfy the requirements of the 
Equal Access to Justice Act (EAJA) (28 U.S.C. § 2412(d)). Attorney fees and 
expenses may only be awarded to parties that do not exceed the EAJA's:

�� Net worth ceiling of:

�� $2 million, for individuals; and

�� $7 million, for entities.

�� Limit of 500 employees, for entities.

Assuming these criteria are met, the protester must establish that:

�� It was the prevailing party.

�� The government's position in the litigation was not "substantially 
justified." 

Attorneys' fees are capped at $125 per hour unless the court makes 
special findings justifying a higher fee, although the COFC routinely 
grants protester requests for a cost-of-living inflationary adjustment 
to the $125 per hour cap, to account for inflation since its adoption in 
March 1996. The application fee with supporting documents must be 
submitted to the court within 30 days of final judgment. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION

There is little information available about how often COFC protests 
are resolved by corrective action before a court decision. Certainly, 
there is nothing to prevent the agency and the protester from 
agreeing to corrective action, resulting in voluntary dismissal of the 
action. Presumably this is a rare occurrence. Conversely, there is 
minimal opportunity for the agency to employ unilateral corrective 
action, as it can at the GAO, and secure dismissal of the protest. For 
information on corrective agency action affecting GAO protests, see 
Practice Note, Government Contracts: GAO Bid Protests: Agency 
Corrective Action (http://us.practicallaw.com/2-581-7651).

WHY BRING A COFC PROTEST?

The foregoing discussion of COFC bid protest practice and procedure 
demonstrates the considerable advantages to the protester of 
proceeding before the GAO. In addition, a protest at the GAO is less 
expensive than one before the COFC. However, there are several 
instances where bringing a formal bid protest action in the COFC is 
the right (or only) choice, including the following:

�� An agency protest was pursued initially and was not decided until 
after the GAO 10-day period had expired. The only remaining 
available forum is the COFC.

�� The protester slept on its rights and only belatedly decides to protest. 
Here, the protester took no action at the GAO within 10 days of notice 
of contract award or of elimination from the competitive range.

�� The protester may have proceeded initially at the GAO without 
counsel (or with counsel unskilled in bid protests) and may 
have gotten into a morass, with little or no chance for success. 
Therefore, to start over, the protester dismisses the GAO protest 
and comes to the COFC with knowledgeable counsel.

�� The protester originally filed at the GAO, but another unsuccessful 
offeror in the same procurement subsequently files a protest of 
the same procurement at the COFC. Under the GAO's bid protest 
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regulations, the GAO will dismiss any case where the matter 
involved is the subject of litigation before the COFC. Therefore, 
when the GAO receives notification that a protest has been filed at 
the COFC in connection with a procurement being protested at the 
GAO, the GAO will dismiss the protest, and the protester will be 
forced to join in the pending protest at the COFC (by filing its own 
complaint and likely seeking to consolidate with the existing COFC 
protest) to continue to pursue relief.

�� The protester has lost at the GAO, but desires a "second bite at 
the apple" because the procurement is of great importance to its 
overall business.

�� The COFC's position on the particular issue of procurement law 
(such as an awardee's challenge to the reasonableness of the 
agency's proposed corrective action in response to a previous GAO 
protest) is more favorable than the GAO's.

�� Certain COFC judges are willing to retain continuing jurisdiction 
to monitor implementation of the corrective action that has been 
awarded in a successful protest.

�� The protest is one where only the COFC has jurisdiction, for 
example either:
�� a challenge to a CICA override; or
�� an agency's failure to implement the CICA automatic stay in the 

first place, despite timely GAO notification to the agency.

�� The protest involves a challenge by the former apparent awardee 
to agency implementation of the GAO's recommendation in a 
sustained GAO protest.

�� The procuring agency falls under the jurisdiction of the COFC but 
not the GAO (for example, the US Postal Service).

COMMON PROTEST GROUNDS

The universe of the grounds of protest before the COFC includes those 
available in GAO protests (see Practice Note: Government Contracts: 
GAO Bid Protests: Common Protest Grounds (http://us.practicallaw.
com/2-581-7651)) as well as those unique to the COFC. However, 
protesters should note that some of the protest grounds shared 
between the two forums get little traction at the COFC, for example 
those relating to improper or flawed past performance evaluations.

JUDICIAL CONSIDERATION OF BID PROTESTS

Judicial consideration of bid protests, with accompanying power 
to grant injunctive relief, dates from Scanwell Labs v. Shaffer, 424 
F.2d 859 (D.C. Cir. 1970). In Scanwell Labs, the D.C. Circuit held 
that the APA gave bidders a right to bring an action in US district 
court challenging agency action about a procurement because 
the agency had an implied duty of good faith and fair dealing with 
offerors when considering their proposals submitted in response 
to an agency solicitation. (For more information about the implied 
duty of good faith and fair dealing applied to procuring federal 
agencies, see Legal Update, Federal Circuit Clarifies Scope of 
the Implied Duty of Good Faith in Government Contracts (http://
us.practicallaw.com/0-557-5605).) In the ensuing years, this 
jurisdiction was exercised in both pre-award and post-award bid 
protests.

Around the time of the Scanwell Labs decision, the Court of 
Claims, which was the predecessor to both the COFC and the 
Federal Circuit, also began exercising jurisdiction over certain 
federal government contract award controversies. The Court of 
Claims heard these cases under a theory of an implied contract to 
consider bids and proposals fairly and honestly. 

On reorganization of the Court of Claims in 1982, resulting in the 
creation of the COFC and the Federal Circuit where appeals from 
the COFC are heard, the COFC was granted equitable jurisdiction 
over bid protest actions. However, early on, the Federal Circuit 
restricted that jurisdiction to a limited class of pre-award protests. 
Then, with enactment of ADRA in 1996, the COFC was granted full 
authority, coextensive with that of the district courts, over bid protest 
actions. Moreover, ADRA also provided for the sunset of district 
court bid protest jurisdiction effective January 1, 2001. Consequently, 
the COFC is today the only court with jurisdiction over federal bid 
protests pursuant to the jurisdiction grant of 28 U.S.C. § 1491(b).

COFC PROTEST STATISTICS
The court's volume of bid protests is meager when compared to 
that of the GAO, averaging 91 actions filed per year over the ten-year 
period of fiscal years 2006 through 2015. Nonetheless, the number 
of bid protest actions at the COFC has trended upward in recent 
years, with an average of 110 actions filed in the three most recently 
completed fiscal years (2013 –2015). Exclusive of vaccine cases 
(which are handled almost exclusively by special masters rather 
than COFC judges), bid protests account for 14.9% of the actions 
commenced at the COFC during the period of 2006 through 2015 
(though that percentage has ranged as high as 21.8% in 2015).

The rate with which the court resolves bid protests, while not 
equal to that of the GAO and not subject to a statutory deadline, 
is nonetheless respectable. On average, a bid protest case is 
resolved in approximately five months.

As for success rates, no court-compiled statistics are available nor 
has any private organization published any. Moreover, even if success 
rate statistics were available on a court-wide basis, they would be 
far less useful than those pertaining to the GAO because there is 
significant variability among the individual judges of the COFC 
with respect to their amenability to entertain bid protest actions. 


